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ABSTRACT Nonelectrolyte polymers of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) were used to estimate the diameter of the ion channel
formed by the Bacillus anthracis protective antigen 63 (PA63). Based on the ability of different molecular weight PEGs to partition
into the pore and reduce channel conductance, the pore appears to be narrower than the one formed by Staphylococcus aureus
a-hemolysin. Numerical integration of the PEG sample mass spectra and the channel conductance data were used to refine the
estimate of the pore’s PEG molecular mass cutoff (;1400 g/mol). The results suggest that the limiting diameter of the PA63 pore is
,2 nm, which is consistent with an all-atom model of the PA63 channel and previous experiments using large ions.

INTRODUCTION

Bacillus anthracis secretes three proteins whose concerted

action causes late-stage anthrax toxicity. Some of the phys-

ical properties of these toxins, and the steps leading to cell

death, were outlined elsewhere (1–5). Briefly, protective

antigen 83 (PA83, 83 kg/mol) binds to target cells, is cleaved

by furin-like proteases, and the 63-kg/mol fragment (PA63)

that remains bound to the membrane oligomerizes into a

heptameric prepore complex, pre-(PA63)7. Lethal factor

(LF, 90 kg/mol) and edema factor (EF, 89 kg/mol) bind to

pre-(PA63)7, and the two complexes, LF:pre-(PA63)7 and

EF:pre-(PA63)7, become associated with endocytotic vesicle

membranes. Acidification of the endosome interior is thought

to cause the prepore to form a functional transmembrane ion

channel (PA63)7, which facilitates the entry of LF and EF into

the cytoplasm. Once inside the cell, LF interferes with mi-

togen-activated protein kinase kinase (MAPKK) signaling

proteins and EF-increased cAMP production, which can lead

to cell death.

The process by which (PA63)7 catalyzes LF and EF

transport into the cytosol remains in question. Recent elec-

trophysiology studies demonstrated the ability of full-length

LF (6,7) and EF (6,8,9) and the N-terminal domains of LF

and EF (LFN and EFN) (8,10) to interact with (PA63)7

channels in planar bilayer membranes. Based on the pattern

of (PA63)7 channel ionic current blockades caused by LFN,

EFN, and LF as a function of transmembrane pH gradient and

the applied potential, others suggested that the proteins and

their fragments are driven completely through the channel

(8,10), reminiscent of protein-conducting channels in the

endoplasmic reticulum (11,12). Although compelling, these

experiments did not directly demonstrate the translocation of

LF or the toxin fragments through the (PA63)7 channel, as

was shown for single-stranded DNA translocation through

the Staphylococcus aureus a-hemolysin (aHL) channel (13).

Understanding the size of the (PA63)7 channel is important

for placing constraints on the mechanism(s) by which the two

anthrax toxins LF and EF are transported into the cytoplasm.

An earlier key study estimated the effective (PA63)7 channel

pore diameter using tetraalkylammonium ions (14,15). The

results suggested that the narrowest part of the channel is

;1.1 nm in diameter (14), and the cis entrance diameter is

;1.2 nm (15,16), which is significantly smaller than LF

or EF in their native conformations (e.g., Fig. 1) (17,18).

Another approach, which estimates the channel pore diam-

eter from conductance measurements and assumes that the

channel is a uniform right circular cylinder (19), is not ap-

propriate for sizing the (PA63)7 channel because its conduc-

tance is not proportional to the bulk electrolyte conductivity

(20), and a model suggests that the pore is lined extensively

with negative charges (21).

Here, we estimate the diameter of the (PA63)7 channel

pore, using differently sized nonelectrolyte poly(ethylene

glycol) (PEG) molecules. The PEGs reduce the bulk con-

ductivity of electrolyte solutions. Therefore, polymers that

are small enough to partition into the pore reduce the chan-

nel’s conductance (22). Thus, the channel PEG molecular

mass cutoff and the hydrodynamic radii of the polymers (23)

provide a measure of pore diameter. Although no theory

accurately accounts for the partitioning of PEGs into chan-

nels (22,24–28), these polymers were used for estimating the

lumen diameters of several channels (22,25,27,29–33) and
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the porosity of cell walls (29,34,35). This method avoids the

potentially strong coulombic interactions that occur between

ionic probes and ion channels decorated with fixed charges

(21,36).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

PEG and PEG-free electrolyte solutions

The PEG-free electrolyte solution consisted of 0.1 M KCl, 5 mM MES

(FLUKA, Ronkonkoma, NY), pH 6.6, with a bulk conductivity of 12.6 mS/

cm. The desired solution pH value was set with KOH (J.T. Baker, Phil-

lipsburg, NJ). Stock PEG solutions were made with 25 g of PEG in 55 mL of

0.1 M KCl, 5 mM MES, at pH 6.6. The mean molecular masses of PEG400

to PEG20000 (FLUKA, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) ranged from

400–20,000 g/mol. The final PEG concentration was sufficiently small to

avoid the polymer-polymer repulsion that could increase PEG partitioning

into the channel (26). In addition, the solution conductivity with a similar

weight percent PEG is independent of the PEG molecular mass (37,38).

Channel reconstitution in planar lipid
bilayer membranes

The method of membrane formation was described previously (39). Briefly,

lipid bilayer membranes were formed on a ;100-mm-diameter hole in a

25-mm-thick Teflon partition that divided a Teflon chamber. For bulk

PEG partitioning experiments, the membrane-forming lipid solution was

DiPhyPC (1,2-diphytanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) dissolved in pen-

tane (Burdick and Jackson, Muskegon, MI) at 10 mg/mL. Initially, electro-

lyte solutions partially filled each half-chamber (volume, ;2 mL; surface

area, ;1.2 cm2). Approximately 15 mL of lipid in pentane was applied at the

air-solution interfaces when the fluid levels were below the hole in the par-

tition. Using the method of Montal and Mueller (40), the fluid levels were

slowly raised above the hole to form a lipid bilayer that was bathed on both

sides with electrolyte solution. Before raising the fluid levels, the rim of the

hole was lightly coated with hexadecane in pentane (1:100 v/v).

After formation of the membrane, single (PA63)7 channels were created

by adding ;0.3 mL of ;0.2 mg/mL PA63 (List Biological Laboratories,

Campbell, CA) in 10 mM bis Tris propane, pH 8.5, to one half-chamber (the

cis compartment). Fig. 1 indicates the nomenclature, and provides a depic-

tion of the channel and membrane geometry. Two Ag/AgCl electrodes (In-

Vivo Metrics, Healdsburg, CA) were used to apply a potential across the

partition and membrane. During data acquisition, the membrane potential

was applied to the cis end of the channel, with the trans end held at virtual

ground. A positive potential drove cations from the cis to the trans chamber.

All experiments were performed at room temperature, i.e., 22.5 6 1�C.

For experiments that used PEG tethered to lipid head groups, we used

asymmetric membranes comprised of DiPhyPC and DOPC (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-

glycero-3-phosphocholine) at a ;1:1 mol ratio on the trans side, and a ;1:1

mol ratio mixture of DiPhyPC and either DOPE-PEG350 (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-

glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[methoxy(poly(ethylene glycol))-350])

or DOPE-PEG3000 (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-

N-[methoxy(poly(ethylene glycol))-3000]). The stock solutions of DOPC,

DOPE-PEG350, and DOPE-PEG3000 were dissolved in chloroform (J.T.

Baker, Phillipsburg, NJ). All lipids were obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids

(Alabaster, AL).

Channel size estimated with PEGs

The diameter of the (PA63)7 channel was estimated from the size of the PEG

molecules that partitioned into the pore from the bulk aqueous phase. The

ionic current of single (PA63)7 channels reconstituted in a membrane was

initially recorded in buffer without PEG, I(�PEG). Poly(ethylene glycol)

was introduced to both reservoirs by the addition of concentrated PEG stock

solutions. The ionic current in the presence of PEG, I(1PEG), was then

measured to determine the ratio I(1PEG)/I(�PEG). Instantaneous current-

voltage (I/V) relationships of (PA63)7 channels in the absence and presence of

PEG were measured with V ¼ 1200 mV to �200 mV in 10-mV steps. The

duration of each voltage step and the voltage-off period between steps were

1 s each.

Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization–time-of-flight
analysis of PEG samples

Because commercially available PEGs are polydisperse in molecular mass,

we characterized their mass distributions using a Voyager DE-STR

(PerSeptive Biosystems, Framingham, MA) matrix-assisted laser desorption

ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometer in reflectron mode. Desorption/

ionization was produced by irradiation with pulsed ultraviolet light (337 nm)

from a nitrogen laser. Samples were prepared as 1% w/w solutions in distilled

water, and were mixed 1:1 with a matrix solution consisting of 1:1

acetonitrile:water saturated with 2-(4-hydroxyphenylazo) benzoic acid

(Sigma, St. Louis, MO), with 0.1% fluoroacetic acid added. The instrument

was operated at 20 kV in the negative ion mode, using an extraction delay

time set at 200 ns. The final spectra were averaged from 100 shots with the

laser power set slightly over the threshold for the spectral appearance, to limit

decomposition and reduce background levels.

The MALDI–time-of-flight (TOF) spectra of several PEG samples used in

this study are shown in Fig. 2. The full widths at half-maximum of the PEG

mass distributions were proportional to the square root of the peak mass,

which indicates a Poisson distribution in the polymerization. A spectrum of

FIGURE 1 Schematic view of the experimental system. Bacillus anthracis
PA63 protein, added to one side (cis) of a planar bilayer membrane formed on a

small hole in a PTFE Teflon partition, spontaneously binds to the membrane

and forms a heptameric ion channel (PA63)7. The illustration of the channel is

based on a theoretical model (21). A cross section of Bacillus anthracis lethal

factor (LF) is shown to scale. The LF binds strongly to the (PA63)7 ion channel

(6,7,20).
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a PEG sample that shows a distribution of molecular weights indicates that

the yields of individual n-mers are independent of each other, and that the

sensitivity of the detector to PEG mass can be ignored over a single mo-

lecular mass distribution: the instrumental sensitivity variation is ,20% over

the range 1000 g/mol to 10,000 g/mol.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The goal of this study was to estimate the diameter of the

limiting (i.e., smallest) aperture of the Bacillus anthracis
(PA63)7 ion channel, using differently sized nonelectrolyte

PEG polymers (22,25,31,32,36,41,42). The largest PEG

molecule that partitions into the pore was determined, and the

channel size was then inferred from the PEG hydrodynamic

radii (22,23). Because the limiting aperture diameter can only

be determined if the polymer is transported through the

channel, we performed control experiments to test whether the

results obtained with soluble PEGs provide sufficient proof for

PEG translocation this possibility.

Effects of PEGs on (PA63)7

single-channel conductance

The PEGs smaller than the pore diameter should enter the

pore and reduce the channel conductance, whereas larger

PEGs that cannot enter the pore should have little or no effect

on the ionic current (22,25,31,32,36,41,42). A typical re-

sponse of the (PA63)7 single-channel current to PEGs with

different molecular masses is shown in Fig. 3. Relatively

small polymers (e.g., PEG400) markedly decreased the cur-

rent, whereas larger ones (e.g., PEG 4000) did not. Thus,

PEG400, but not PEG4000, partitions into the channel pore.

The small but perceptible decrease in current caused by

PEG1500 suggests that PEGs in the lower molecular mass

fraction of that polymer dispersion (Fig. 2, center) are small

enough to enter the pore (see below).

The effects of different concentrations of PEGs on the

(PA63)7 mean single-channel current at �70 mV applied

potential, normalized to that in the absence of the polymer, is

shown in Fig. 4. As expected, the relatively small polymers

that partition into the pore decreased the current monoton-

ically over a wide range of PEG concentration (Fig. 4, open
symbols). This conductance decrease can be described by a

simple model in which one PEG molecule reacts reversibly

with a single (PA63)7 pore with a dissociation constant,

KD ¼ 9 mM (Fig. 4, solid line). If we assume that the equi-

librium constant and the rate constants for the dissociation

and association of the polymer with the pore (i.e., koff and

kon, respectively) are defined as KD ¼ koff/kon, that the reac-

tion is diffusion-controlled, and kon � 108 M�1s�1,

as estimated from the Smoluchowski treatment of diffusion

(43), then koff � 106 s�1. Thus, the mean time that a PEG

molecule would be associated with the pore is t ¼ 1/koff �
10�6 s. Under the experimental conditions used here, t would

need to be ;20-fold greater to see individual PEG-induced

blockades. Indeed, single-channel recordings at a 10-kHz

bandwidth with [KCl] ¼ 0.1 M, 1 M, and 4 M demonstrated

that none of the PEGs cause transient current blockades that

last long enough to be detected (data not shown). In contrast,

the mean residence time for small PEGs in the aHL channel is

;100 ms for 1 M NaCl (25,44), and ;10 ms for 4 M KCl (45).

Surprisingly, for [PEG] . 10 mM, even the larger poly-

mers that are presumably pore-impermeant decreased the

(PA63)7 channel conductance (Fig. 4, solid symbols). The

decrease in current caused by the larger PEGs for 10 mM ,

[PEG] , 100 mM was essentially independent of the PEG

molecular mass. The steeper dependence on the concentra-

tion of PEG caused by the larger polymers rules out a 1:1

(PEG:pore) equilibrium reaction scheme. If we assume that N
molecules of the larger PEGs bind simultaneously to the pore

and reduce the channel conductance, the data can be fit with

N ¼ 2 (not shown). However, we observed essentially the

same effect with a chemically different polymer, dextran

4900 (Fig. 4, inset), which suggests that the conductance

decrease caused by the larger PEGs is not solely attributable

FIGURE 2 The MALDI-TOF mass spectra of three polydisperse PEG

samples used in this study (PEG1000, PEG1500, and PEG2000 g/mol mean

molecular masses).

FIGURE 3 Single (PA63)7 channel ionic current response to PEG. The

electrolyte solution contained 0.1 M KCl, pH 6.6, and 1.2% (w/w) PEG. The

applied potential was V ¼ 1100 mV.
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to highly specific chemical interactions between the polymer

and the channel.

It was shown that PEGs that are too large to partition into a

relatively large ion channel (e.g., aHL) at low polymer

concentration can do so when the PEG concentration is very

high because of interactions (i.e., entropic repulsion) between

the polymers in the bulk (26,46). The ‘‘free energy of con-

finement’’ for the larger PEGs in the aHL pore was estimated

to be DF � 9 kT (26). By applying this treatment (Eq. 9 and

Fig. 3B of Krasilnikov and Bezrukov (26)), the value of the

free energy cost for the partitioning of large PEGs into the

(PA63)7 pore is DF ¼ 3 kT.

This analysis may not be applicable to the results shown

here for the (PA63)7 channel for several reasons. First, using

the same formalism leads to the conclusion that the ‘‘free

energy of confinement’’ for PEG3400 in the (PA63)7 channel

is less than that for the same polymer in the aHL channel.

However, that is not consistent with the pore-size estimates of

the two channels, based on conductance measurements and

the ability of smaller PEGs to partition into the pores. Second,

although even large PEGs reduce the (PA63)7 channel con-

ductance, they do so at relatively small PEG concentrations

(i.e., [PEG] , 13% w/w), compared with the entropic regime

discussed by Krasilnikov and Bezrukov (26) (i.e., [PEG] .

15% w/w). Moreover, the entropic repulsion model ignores

the fact that PEG interacts with the aHL pore walls

(24,25,45).

For the voltage-dependent ion channel (VDAC), pore-

impermeant PEGs osmotically remove water molecules from

the pore, and gate the channel to a more closed conformation

at a given value of the applied potential (44). This mechanism

might account for the effects of relatively high concentrations

of PEGs (with molecular masses .1500 g/mol) on the

(PA63)7 channel conductance. However, to avoid complica-

tions in interpreting estimates of the (PA63)7 pore size based

on the effects of PEG on the channel conductance, we used

positive applied potentials (see below) and [PEG] , 10 mM.

(PA63)7 channel pore size estimation

The ratio of the single-channel current in the presence of PEG

to that in the absence of the polymer is shown in Fig. 5 for

PEG400 to PEG20,000 and V ¼ 170 mV. The results sug-

gest that PEGs with a mean molecular mass #1500 g/mol

enter the pore. Interestingly, the smaller PEGs decreased the

(PA63)7 channel conductance to a greater extent (i.e., ;60%)

than they decreased the bulk conductivity (;4%, Fig. 5,

dashed line). This result suggests that either the PEG con-

centration in the (PA63)7 channel is much higher than in the

bulk or that the aqueous solution confined within the channel

is not bulk-like.

Poly(ethylene glycol) could be much more effective at

reducing (PA63)7 channel conductance than expected be-

FIGURE 4 The PEG molecular mass and concentration dependence for

the (PA63)7 ionic current. The results obtained with five differently sized

PEG samples (PEG400 (open squares); PEG1000 (open circles); PEG1500

(solid triangles); PEG2000 (solid down triangles); and PEG4000 (solid

diamonds) are shown. The solid line is the prediction of a model for PEG

partitioning, assuming a 1:1 (PEG:pore) equilibrium constant KD ¼ 9 mM.

(Inset) The effect of Dextran 4900 on the (PA63)7 channel ionic current.

The applied potential was V = �70 mV.

FIGURE 5 The molecular mass cutoff of the (PA63)7 channel estimated

from the effect of differently sized PEG molecules on the single-channel

current. The PEG concentration was 1.2% (w/w), and the applied potential

was V ¼170 mV. The PEGs with nominal molecular masses ,2000 g/mol

partitioned into the channel and thereby decreased the current. The dashed

line represents the ratio of the bulk conductivities in the presence and

absence of 1.2% (w/w) PEG. Each point represents the mean (6 SD) of 3–5

independent experiments.
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cause the water in that pore may be organized differently than

in either the bulk or the aHL channel pore. Alternatively, the

(PA63)7 channel may be so narrow that a single PEG mole-

cule may block the ion-conducting pathway in a manner

analogous to that of a critical percolation threshold mecha-

nism (47).

A refined estimate of the pore diameter was obtained from

both the PEG MALDI-TOF spectra (Fig. 2) and the PEG

partitioning data (Fig. 5). For simplicity, we assume that: 1)

all polymers in the PEG400 sample can enter the pore, 2) all

of the polymers in the PEGs with mean molecular masses

.4000 g/mol are excluded from the pore, and 3) within a

polydisperse population, polymers that are small enough to

enter the pore reduce the conductance, independent of the

polymer mass. The relative decreases in I(1PEG)/I(�PEG)

caused by PEG1000, PEG1500 and PEG2000 (0.95, 0.35,

and 0.015, respectively) were used to determine the parti-

tioning fraction of each polydisperse PEG mixture. Specifi-

cally, the MALDI-TOF spectra (Fig. 2) were numerically

integrated from a smaller to a larger PEG molecular mass to

determine the fractional area equal to the relative current

decrease caused by the PEGs. The PEG molecular mass

cutoff estimated in this manner is ;1400 g/mol (i.e., ;32

ethylene glycol repeat units). PEG1408 has a mean hydro-

dynamic radius R � 1 nm (22,23,31). Therefore, the (PA63)7

channel pore polymer-accessible aperture diameter is #2 nm.

The PEG pore-sizing method may overestimate the (PA63)7

channel-limiting aperture diameter, because the pore-per-

meant PEGs may not be transported completely through the

limiting pore aperture.

The PEGs that enter the (PA63)7 pore not only reduce the

mean channel conductance, but also change the shape of the

I/V relationship from nonlinear and slightly rectifying to

superlinear (Fig. 6, A and B, PEG400 and PEG1000).

Blaustein and Finkelstein observed a similar superlinear I/V

relationship when they used ionic probes to estimate the size

of the (PA63)7 channel (14,15). They concluded that the

charged probes were lodged in the pore at low applied po-

tential, and then were forced completely through the channel

at higher voltages. Because the physical and chemical

properties of the ionic probes and PEGs are different, the

mechanism that causes qualitatively similar I/V line shapes

may also differ. Nevertheless, the PEG-induced I/V rela-

tionship superlinearity may be caused by the expulsion of

polymer from the side of the channel opposite to the one it

entered. At relatively small positive values of the applied

potentials, PEG400 and PEG1000 could enter the pore and

become weakly bound to it. Because of the high (PA63)7

channel cation selectivity (;20:1) (48), K1 ions and water

molecules traveling in the cis to trans direction might dis-

lodge the PEGs at higher voltages. Positive applied potentials

would favor the complete transport of PEG from the cis side

to the trans side because of momentum transfer during the

collision process. For negative applied potentials, the direc-

tion of PEG transport would be reversed.

PEG1500 had a slight effect on the I/V relationship for

negative applied potential, which again suggests that only the

lower molecular mass fraction of the polydisperse PEG1500

sample enters the pore. Of the PEGs investigated here, those

with mean molecular masses .1500 g/mol cause negligible

effects on the (PA63)7 single-channel I/V relationship at

concentrations #1.2% w/w (Fig. 6, A and B). At PEG con-

centrations exceeding 2% w/w, even the larger PEGs de-

creased the single-channel current for negative applied

potentials (Fig. 6, C and D), as discussed above (Fig. 4).

Is the observed I/V relationship line-shape change (Fig. 6,

open symbols) a sufficient condition to conclude that the

smaller PEGs transport through the channel? To address this

question, we formed (PA63)7 channels in membranes con-

taining DiPhyPC:DOPC (1:1 mol ratio) on the trans side and

DiPhyPC:PEG-tethered lipid (i.e., DOPE-PEG350 or DOPE-

PEG3000 in a 1:1 mol ratio with DiPhyPC) on the cis
side. Assuming there was no phase separation of the non-

PEGylated and PEGylated lipids, the latter’s concentration

was sufficiently great to induce entropic repulsion between

the surface-bound polymers, thereby extending and uncoil-

ing the polymers from the membrane-solution interface

(49,50). For membranes containing many (PA63)7 channels,

the I/V relationships showed that PEG350-tethered lipid had

no effect on the line shape, but that the PEG3000-tethered

lipid did (Fig. 7). These results suggest that the free end of the

longer tethered PEG molecules can enter the pore, and that

FIGURE 6 The effect of differently sized PEGs on the (PA63)7 single

channel I/V relationship. In each plot, data were obtained in the absence of

PEG (solid line), or in the presence of PEG400 (open squares), PEG1000

(open circles), PEG1500 (solid up triangles), PEG2000 (solid down trian-

gles), and PEG 4000 (solid diamonds). The effects caused by PEGs at

4 polymer concentrations (w/w) (A, 0.6%; B, 1.2%; C, 2.2%; and D, 4.3%)

are shown.
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PEG need not completely transport through the pore to cause

an I/V relationship that is qualitatively similar to that ob-

tained with PEG400 or PEG1000 in the bulk (Fig. 6). Thus,

the (PA63)7 channel pore diameter, d � 2 nm, obtained here

using PEGs is likely to be an overestimate of the limiting

aperture.

CONCLUSION

We used differently sized nonelectrolyte PEG polymers to

estimate the diameter of the Bacillus anthracis (PA63)7 ion

channel. This value, d� 2 nm, is greater than that determined

with ions as sizing probes (d � 1.1 nm) (14,15) for the same

electrolyte solution conditions. This value may be an over-

estimate for three reasons. First, PEG may not be completely

transported through the pore. Second, similar PEG parti-

tioning experiments with the aHL channel demonstrated that

the PEG molecular mass cutoff for that pore was greater (i.e.,

;2250 g/mol, which corresponds to a diameter d � 2.5 nm)

(25,51), but the aHL channel crystal structure suggests that

the smallest diameter inside that pore is d � 1.6 nm (52).

Apparently, in the case of aHL, PEGs either overestimate or

do not probe the diameter of this part of the pore. The

question of whether they do so for the (PA63)7 channel is still

open. Third, the PEG molecules in the pore may not be

spherical (45).

Other experimental evidence suggests that the (PA63)7

channel pore is smaller than that of the aHL channel. First, at

a given concentration of 1:1 electrolyte in solution, the

(PA63)7 single-channel conductance is ;10-fold less that that

of the aHL channel. Second, the (PA63)7 single-channel

conductance does not scale with the bulk KCl conductivity

(20). Third, the degree to which pore-permeant PEGs de-

crease the bulk conductivity and the single-channel currents

of (PA63)7 (Fig. 5) and aHL (25,31,36,41) suggests that,

unlike the aHL channel (25,53), the interior of the (PA63)7

pore is not predominately filled with a bulk-like aqueous

solution. Finally, the (PA63)7 pore may be so narrow that the

ionic conduction pathway is markedly interrupted by a single

PEG molecule.

Fig. 8 illustrates a cross-sectional view of the (PA63)7

channel model (21) and spherical representations of PEG

400, 1000, and 1500 molecules. If none of the PEGs used

here completely transport through the (PA63)7 pore, then our

value for the limiting pore diameter is an overestimate. To

address this issue, we are performing experiments to deter-

mine whether other types of small molecules can transport

completely through the (PA63)7 channel.
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